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A MULTIPLIER THEOREM FOR ANALYTICFUNCTIONS OF
SLOW MEAN GROWTH
A. MATHESON
Abstract. Multipliers into /* spaces are characterized for certain spaces of
functions analytic in the unit disk whose /»-means (0 <p < 1) do not grow
too rapidly.

1. The purpose of this paper is to extend some results on multiplier
sequences to certain spaces of analytic functions first studied by Hardy and
Littlewood. For an exponent p (0 <p < oo) and a positive number a, let Hp
denote the class of all functions/(z) analytic in the open unit disk for which

Mp(f,r)=0{(l-r)-a),

r-+\-,

where, as usual,

^c/.o-{¿/>«#)f*},/'
The multipliers from Hp to /* (0 <p < 1) will be described in §3. To do this,
an invariant metric will be introduced on Hp in §2 and it will be shown that
Hp is complete with respect to this metric. It will follow that Hp is an
/"-space, and hence the tools of functional analysis, in particular the closed
graph theorem will become available.
If A"is a set of functions analytic in the unit disk, then every function/in X
has a Taylor series expansion/(z)
= 2*_0/(n)z".
A sequence A = {A„}"_0 of
complex numbers is called a multiplier of X into /', written A G M(X, I9) if
the sequence (\/(n)}*_0 belongs to lq for every / in X. Multiplier sequences
have been studied extensively by many authors. In particular Duren and

Shields [1] described the multipliers from Hp to / °° (0 < p < 1) and Hp to lq
(0<p<l,p<q<

oo). In §3 these results will be extended to describe the

multipliers from Hp to lq.
The following theorems, essentially due to Hardy and Littlewood [2], will
be needed in the sequel.

Theorem A. Iffis

analytic in the open unit disk, andO <p < 1, then

Mx{f r) < <"'(/,

r)M;(f, r)

for all t,0 < t < p.
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Theorem

B. If fis analytic in the open unit disk, 0 < p < 1, a > 0, and

Mp(f, r) < C(l - >)"-,

0<r<l,

then
Moa(fr)<AC(l-r)-a-x/p,

0 < r < 1,

wnere /I ii a constant depending only on p and a.

Theorem

C. ///,

C, p and a are as in Theorem B, then

Mx(f,r)<AC(l-r)x-"-X/p
where A is a constant depending only on p and a.

Theorem A is a simple consequence of Holder's inequality and Jensen's
convexity theorem. Theorem B follows from a nontrivial mean value property
of functions \u\p where u is harmonic, and Theorem C is an immediate
consequence of Theorems A and B.

2. For fixed p (0 < p < oo) and a (a > 0) define
sup (1 - r)aMp(f, r),

p > 1,

0<r<l

sup (1 - rYaM;(f, r),

p<

1,

.0<r<l

for/analytic in the open unit disk. The space Hpa consists of those/for which
\\f\\p,a < °°- I* is C^ear mat Hp is a linear space and that || ||
defines an
invariant metric in H%, which is a norm if p > 1. Also Hp is the classical
Hardy space Hp. It will be shown below that Hp is complete, hence an
F-space (5-space if p > 1). The following lemma will be needed.
Lemma 1. Let \¡j„(r) be a sequence of nonnegative functions on [0, 1) satisfying:

(a) ybn(r) < B for « = 1,2,...,
(b) Hm^^
(c) lim,,..^

0 < r < 1,

sup0<r<1 tp„(r) exists and is finite,
ypn(r) = \p(r) exists for each r, 0 < r < 1;

then
sup

\p(r) < lim

0<r<\

Proof.

Let C = lim,,^

"-*00

sup

$„(r).

0<r<l

sup0<r<1 ^„(r) and D = suPo<r<1 x¡,(r); clearly

C < B, D < B. Let e > 0. There exists r0, 0 < r0 < 1 such that
D - e/3 < u0(/-o)< D

and a positive integer «0 such that

l^('-o) - ^M

< e/3 if">«0;
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thus
H'o) < *Pn(ro)+ e/3> n > n0,
<

sup

^n(r) + e/3,

n > n0,

0<r<\

< lim

sup

"^°°

i//.(r) + 2e/3

0<r<l

= C + 2e/3.
Therefore, D - e/3 < C + 2e/3. The lemma follows on letting e -» 0.
Proposition

1. 77ie spaces //£, 0 <p < oo, a > 0, are complete.

Proof. Let {/,}~_, be a Cauchy sequence in Hp. Defining/nr(z)
= f„(rz),
it is easy to see that for each r < 1 the sequence {/„>r}™_i is a Cauchy
sequence in the Hardy space Hp. In particular the sequence {fn)™=x converges uniformly on compact subsets of the open unit disk. Define f(z) =
limn_0O/„(z) for \z\ < 1. Clearly ||/J| converges to some finite limit, say

lim,,^ ||/„|| = B, and for each r, 0 < r < 1, Mp(f - /„, r) -+0 as « -> oo.
Hence for 1 < p, Mp(f r) = limn-„ Mp(f„, r), so
(1 - r)aMp(f, r) - (1 - r)" lim A/,(/„, r)

< lim ll/J =5,

0 < r < 1.

Thus, \\f\\pta < 5 < oo, so/ G Ä* If 0 <p < 1,

Mp(f,r)<

lim M/(/ -/„,/•)+

lim M/(/„, r)

= lim M/(/„,r),
and as above, \\f\\p<a <B<co,sofE
to the functions

sup
0<r<l

//£. It follows from Lemma 1 applied

ip„(r) = (1 — r)aMp(fn — fm, r), that for each fixed m,

lim (1 - r)aMp(fn - fm, r) < lim
n^°°

n^°°

sup (1 - r)'MMn

" /„> ')•

0<r<l

Therefore

||/-/J|=

sup (l-r)'<"M«(/-/„i)
0<r<l

= sup
0<r<l

< lim
n^°°

lim(l-rr^M^>(/„-/m,r)
"^

sup (l-r)a(p)M¿»\fn-fm,r)
0<r<l

since

(1 - /■)"*/,(/- /m, r) = Jim (1 - r)X(/„

" fm,r)

for each /•, 0 < r < 1. Here (p) is /> or 1 according as /> < 1 or /» > 1. It
follows that ||/ —/J|->0as»i-»oo.
This completes the proof.
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3. This section is devoted to describing the multipliers from Hp (0 < p < 1)
to /*. The following three lemmas will be used. The first is due to Hardy and
Littlewood [2]. Since the proofs are brief, they will be included.

Lemma2. Iff E Hp (0 <p < 1, a > 0), then
\f(n)\ < C\\f\^pna+x/p-x,

«=1,2,...,

where C is a constant depending only on p and a.

Proof. By Cauchy's formula,

|/(«)| < r-"Mx(f, r) < Cr-»\\jf/p(l

- r)1—"i-

by Theorem C, and the lemma follows on setting r = 1 — 1/«.

Lemma 3. For y > 0, let gy(z) = (1 - z)~y. Then
(a)gy(n)~n'-x/T(y),
(b) gY G Hp (0 <p < oo, a > 0) // l/p < y < a + l/p.

Proof. The first part is well known (apply Stirling's formula to the
coefficients in the binomial series). The second part follows from the estimate

C (1 - 2r cos 9 + r2)8/1 dB = 0((l - r)x~s ),

S > 1.

Upy > I,
Mp(gy, r) = 1- f

(1 - 2rcos 9 + r2)-"12 d9

= 0((1 - r)l-py) = 0((1 - r)-"]

ifa>y-

l/p.

Lemma 4. // ||/„ - f\\pjB-►0, then f„(k) -^f(k)for all k.
Proof.
!/„(*)-/(*)|

= ¿r

2m

f

(fn(z)-f(z))/zk+xdz

J\z\ = \/2

<2kMx(fn-f,l/2)<B\\fn-f\\p,a.
The main result describes the multipliers from Hp (0 <p < 1) to /*.
Theorem 1. The sequence X = {\)t-o
is a multiplier from Hp to lq
(0 <p < 1, a > 0) // and only if the sequence {na + x/p-x\}™„0 belongs to lq.

Proof. Case q = oo. If |AJ < Cnx~x/p~a and/ G Hp, then by Lemma 2,

\\J(n)\ < CIL/ll«0*1/'-1«1-"-1/' = C'\\f]\
and X is a multiplier. Conversely, if X is a multiplier, X defines a linear

operator A: Hp ^ /» given by A(/) = {M»}?-*
If /« -»/ in H'a and
{\b/n(*)} -* i'5*} in /0°' Ü»«1J* = VW for each fc>since Ûk)^Âk)
for
each A:,by Lemma 4. Thus A has closed graph. Hence there exists a constant
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C such that \Xj(k)\ < C||/|| for all k and all/ G Hpa.Applying this inequality to the function gy with y = l/p + a proves the theorem.
Case q < oo. As above, if (A„}"_0 is a multiplier, then an application of the
closed graph theorem gives a constant C such that

2 |V(«)f<qiJiV

n= 0

Applying this inequality to the function gy, y = l/p + a proves the necessity.
The sufficiency is immediate from Lemma 2. That completes the proof.
Remarks. (1) The use of the closed graph theorem is standard in problems
of this sort.
(2) That the condition on multipliers in Theorem 1 is simpler than the
condition of Duren and Shields for the Hardy spaces Hp and for q < oo,
follows from the fact that (1 - z)~ ' does not belong to H ', but belongs to Hx
for all a > 0. The more elementary proof here follows for the same reason.
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